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Weak signals for Strategic CTI & Cyber Deception

As also recently reported, affiliates of the
#Conti ransomware seek upon an attack for
network shares with information related to
finance and insurance.

We recall that less mature ransomware gangs
tend to greatly mimic the TTPs of top tier leaders
such as #Conti.
Also, we stated last month that Chinese APT
ecosystem could have more recourse to
privateers’ groups who would act on its behalf in
return of funding; #LockFile could the first of a kind.

Cyber-Weather

Anticipation

• Focus efforts on patching/monitoring the
most impactful flaws reported in our Flash-
News produced by CTI Team about last TTPs
of such ecosystem (#PrintNightmare,
#Proxy|logon|Shell|Oracle, PetitPotam).

• Train your teams to phishing & social-
engineering methods.

• Alert blue teams at early stages of a
genuine attack by deploying:

• Honeyaccounts against #Kerberoasting
• create fake documents that will

beacons back alerting blue teams
thanks to Canarytokens:

Attackers might give up once knowing an alert
was triggered or could be rushed, thus lowering
the volume and relevance of files extracted and
in fine the impact.

Incident Response teams would be more
efficient in preempting/expelling threats

How to defend against last Ransomware gangs' tactics techniques and procedures

#China, Russia, Microsoft Exchange, ProxyShell, MSS, mass-exploitation, PetitPotam, privateers, doxing, ransomware

#LockFile, a new ransomware this month, has both a
contact email address referring to #Conti and a
user-interface mimicking to one of #Lockbit.
Some OPSEC errors that we and others reported
showed that the latter uses Chinese language.
Moreover, a DDL file seems to share chucks with
a Chinese-state sponsored group #APT10. A this
stage though, one cannot discard a false flag
operation or public code reuse.

#LockFile is suspected to be deployed after
attackers have breached in via #Proxyshell and
weaponized #PetitPotam to take over Windows
Domain Controllers (see our Flash-News).

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=conti&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6833164504168230912
https://www.qomplx.com/qomplx-knowledge-kerberoasting-attacks-explained/
https://docs.canarytokens.org/
https://twitter.com/R3dHash/status/1431194156009984002
https://twitter.com/search?q=lockfile%20chinese&src=typed_query&f=live
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APT

LockBit ransomware

E-crime

SiameseKitten (aka Hexane / Lyceum)

C.I.S/
Russia

• Global

SiameseKitten, RATs, Keylogger, 
Backdoor, CyberEspionage, Supply-
Chain-Attack, Lure files, Fake websites

LockBit, ransomware, doxing, DDOS, 
Stealbit, privateers, worm-like capabilities, 

Maze cartel, RansomEXX

• StealBit (data exfiltrator)
• Brute-force VS vulnerable 

VPN / Phishing
• Media communication
• Worm-like
• DDOS

Cyber-Weather

Spotlight

#SiameseKitten is an APT group that was discovered in April
2018 by Secureworks researchers.
This group focuses its operations against MENA countries to
perform cyber-espionage operations gathering data of
interest related to IRI strategic goals and primarily targets oil
and gas companies & telcos.

#SiameseKitten also targets both ICS and IT entities even
though, according to Dragos, the group is not able yet to develop
wiping capabilities. This group already compromised third
party organizations to perform supply-chain attacks and breach
large corporate networks via fake LinkedIn job offers in countries
including Israel, France and the U.K and fake website firms.

The study highlights partial TTPs overlaps of #SiameseKitten
with Helix (#APT34) and Refined (#APT33), which must be
considered for defence purposes. Yara detection rules are
available here for Milan & Shark backdoors for threat huntings.

#Lockbit is a Russian speaking eCrime group that
performs BGH ops first spotted in January 2020 (actually active
since 2019 under ‘ABCD’). #Lockbit’ operator(s) adopted
#doxing tactics in September 2020 and is ranked on the Tier I
of ransomware operators in terms of sophistication and
attack efficiency (automation & self-propagation via SMB and
ARP requests & media communications).

Following a Ransomware as a Service scheme, #Lockbit
could be affiliated to a Russian #privateers group.
A recent victim of #Lockbit (Accenture) defrayed the chronicle
as they suffered a triple extorsion tactic (including #DDOS).
Of note is the claim of the #Lockbit operators that the victim
hack them back with a DDOS attack to avoid data exposure.

As a result, they had to set up an anti DDOS guard before
one can download files from their DLS. Besides, another group
dubbed #Marketo data leak market made a similar claim after
having doxed Virginia Department of Military Affairs.

Iranian
• Oil and Gas
• Cable & Telecommunication
• Management, Scientific and 

Technical consulting 
services

• DanDrop (VBA 
macro)

• DanBot (Dropped 
RAT)

• (New) Shark / 
Milan backdoors

# #

https://www.secureworks.com/blog/lyceum-takes-center-stage-in-middle-east-campaign
https://github.com/StrangerealIntel/DailyIOC/tree/master/2021-08-19/Hexane
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Course of action
Microsoft Exchange servers mass 

exploitation via ProxyShell

Vulnerability, Windows, Microsoft, 
ProxyLogon, ProxyShell, ProxyOracle, 
ProxyToken

Patch, RPC, Limit exposure, Suricata

Cyber-Weather

Spotlight

In the wake of the first wave of attack in March with
#ProxyLogon, we are at the edge of a second wave of mass
exploitation of Microsoft Exchange servers leveraging
this time #ProxyShell.
#ProxyShell is a set of three bugs revealed by Orange Tsai
this year being a pre-authentication RCE chain that he
demonstrated at Pwn2Own 2021 in April. A POC
reproducing the #ProxyShell exploit was made accessible only
this month.
#ProxyShell is more exploitable than #ProxyLogon and
#Microsoft communication about it was confusing, which
let numerous servers unpatched. The ransomware gang
#LockFile was already suspected to use #ProxyShell and
#PetitPotam to breach in and encrypt data of tens of
organizations; but also, #ViceSociety, #BazarLoader,
#PurpleFox, and numerous #cryptominers.

ProxyShell:
• Patch now to mitigate ProxyShell vulnerabilities via the latest

cumulative updates provided by #Microsoft
• Limit external Internet exposure of #Microsoft #Exchange

servers
• Because of the of the New MS Exchange Attack Surface

unravelled by Orange Tsai cybersecurity researcher this year,
CERT Sogeti ESEC expect to witness soon new
vulnerabilities for this technology

PetitPotam:
• Monitors Windows events with event code 4768 (TGT request)

when the Certificate Information field contains data.
• PTresearch released Suricata detection rules to detect

exploitation of the #PetitPotam vulnerability
• For impacted environments, #Microsoft published an advisory to

mitigate NTLM relay attacks on Active Directory Certificate
Services (AD CS)

• By applying NETSH RPC filters that blocks access to vulnerable
functions in the MS-EFSRPC API.

• Another possible temporary option is the use of an unofficial
patch from 0patch (at your own risks)

#
#

Vulnerability

We have retrieved a list of more than
100000 vulnerable on-prem devices
that was shared on an underground
Russian forum (XSS), from which we
could identify and alert our clients
being exposed.

Read our Flash new for further detection tips & checker scripts

https://github.com/ptresearch/AttackDetection/tree/master/PetitPotam
https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/topic/kb5005413-mitigating-ntlm-relay-attacks-on-active-directory-certificate-services-ad-cs-3612b773-4043-4aa9-b23d-b87910cd3429
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/microsoft/windows-petitpotam-attacks-can-be-blocked-using-new-method/
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/new-unofficial-windows-patch-fixes-more-petitpotam-attack-vectors/
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LOCKBIT 2.0

After one month of pause,
#Lockbit returns with
version 2.0

Shutdown/Ceased

Online & active

Online & inactive

Legend

New this month
Total Number of ransom-dox-ware victims (2021)

Cyber-Weather

Evolution of Doxwares

Sources: DarkTracer, DarkFeed, InterCert, CTI | CERT Sogeti ESEC

NETWALKER 

#Netwalker had a peak of
activity until its been seized
the 27th of January by the
U.S. Department of Justice

PYSA | Cl0P | CUBA | 
PAYLOAD.BIN

#Pysa, #Cl0P, #Cuba and
Payload.bin returns this
month

BLACKMATTER

#BlackMatter could be
based on the code source
of #Darkside
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CONTI | PYSA | REVIL | 
AVADDON | DARKSIDE 

#Conti had a peak of activity until
dividing its rate by 2 since June 2021
#Pysa had a peak of activity till May
2021
#Revil had a peak of activity till they
claimed responsibility for a hack at
the IT firm Kaseya last month
#DarkSide has gone dark after more
than $2 million was seized by the U.S
Department of Justice in June
#Avaddon has shut down operation
and released the decryption keys

EGREGOR 

#Egregor had a peak of
activity along November
2020 and then reduced
its activity in January

https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/department-justice-launches-global-action-against-netwalker-ransomware
https://blog.minerva-labs.com/blackmatter?utm_content=178789775&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&hss_channel=tw-2797753258
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/department-justice-seizes-23-million-cryptocurrency-paid-ransomware-extortionists-darkside
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Cyber-Weather

Evolution of Doxwares

Sources: DarkTracer, DarkFeed, InterCert, CTI | CERT Sogeti ESEC

The Commonwealth of 
Independent States (CIS)

#CIS count no victim… Ransomwares
avoid computers that use a #Russian
language while its operators ensure
via economical intel that a victim is not
tight to a former #Soviet satellites that
mostly have favourable relations with
the #Kremlin

US allies are the most targeted

Strategic and critical infrastructures of US
Allies are also targeted (#Western-Europe,
#Canada, #Australia, #Brazil)

United States of 
American (USA)

The ransomware
operators are by far
big hunting chiefly
in the USA

Ransomware attacks worldwide by Country (since 2019)


